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Radial glial progenitors (RGPs) are responsible for
producing nearly all neocortical neurons. To gain
insight into the patterns of RGP division and neuron
production, we quantitatively analyzed excitatory
neuron genesis in the mouse neocortex using
Mosaic Analysis with Double Markers, which pro-
vides single-cell resolution of progenitor division
patterns and potential in vivo. We found that
RGPs progress through a coherent program in
which their proliferative potential diminishes in a
predictable manner. Upon entry into the neurogenic
phase, individual RGPs produce 8–9 neurons
distributed in both deep and superficial layers, indi-
cating a unitary output in neuronal production.
Removal of OTX1, a transcription factor transiently
expressed in RGPs, results in both deep- and
superficial-layer neuron loss and a reduction in
neuronal unit size. Moreover, 1/6 of neurogenic
RGPs proceed to produce glia. These results sug-
gest that progenitor behavior and histogenesis in
the mammalian neocortex conform to a remarkably
orderly and deterministic program.
INTRODUCTION
The mammalian neocortex commands all higher-order brain
functions. It consists of an extraordinarily large number of excit-
atory and inhibitory neurons organized into distinct laminae. Pre-vious studies showed that radial glia in the ventricular zone (VZ)
of the developing neocortex are the progenitors that produce
nearly all excitatory neurons (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla,
2009). Prior to neurogenesis, radial glial progenitors (RGPs)
divide symmetrically to amplify the progenitor pool. During the
neurogenic phase, RGPs are believed to divide asymmetrically
to produce neurons either directly or indirectly through transient
amplifying progenitors, such as intermediate progenitors (IPs)
(Florio and Huttner, 2014). Consecutive waves of neurogenesis
lead to the formation of cortical layers in an ‘‘inside-out’’ fashion;
that is, late-born neurons migrate past early-born neurons and
progressively occupy more superficial layers (Angevine and Sid-
man, 1961). Although these studies have outlined a framework
for our understanding of neocortical neurogenesis, precise
knowledge of neuron production and organization, especially
at the single-progenitor level, remains elusive.
Proper functioning of the neocortex depends on the produc-
tion and positioning of the correct number and diversity of neu-
rons for intricate circuit assembly. To generate a neocortex of
the appropriate size and cellular composition, an exquisite
balance must be reached between the proliferation and differen-
tiation of RGPs. This balance could be regulated at the level of
individual RGPs, which might undergo defined sequences of
fate choices during progenitor amplification and neurogenesis.
However, recent studies in adult mammalian tissues, including
the epidermis (Clayton et al., 2007), airway epithelium (Teixeira
et al., 2013), germline (Klein et al., 2010), and intestine (Snippert
et al., 2010), suggest that a balance between proliferation and
differentiation can also be achieved at the level of the stem/
progenitor cell population. In this case, the behavior of
individual progenitors appears to be stochastic, whereas the
dynamics of the total population unfolds in a predictablemanner.Cell 159, 775–788, November 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 775
Interestingly, a similar scenario has been proposed in the devel-
oping zebrafish retina (He et al., 2012).
Excitatory neurons in the neocortex are diverse in their
dendrite morphology, axonal projection, and biophysical prop-
erties. This diversity is strongly tied to the histogenesis of the
neocortex (Greig et al., 2013; Kwan et al., 2012). Early-born
neurons, occupying the deep layers (5–6), are predominantly
composed of corticofugal neurons that project away from
the neocortex to subcortical targets, such as thalamus, brain-
stem, and spinal cord. On the other hand, late-born neurons,
occupying the superficial layers (2–4), are largely composed
of intracortical neurons that project locally or to the contralat-
eral cortical hemisphere. The overall coupling between
histogenesis and neuronal subtypes implies that RGPs, as a
population, progress through a succession of states, and the
probabilities of generating distinct neuronal types change
as a function of time and/or cell division. This ‘‘progressive
competence restriction’’ model was supported by previous
progenitor transplantation studies (Desai and McConnell,
2000; Frantz and McConnell, 1996). In addition, dissociated
and embryonic stem cell-derived cortical progenitors cultured
in vitro recapitulate the sequential production of neuronal types
as observed in vivo (Eiraku et al., 2008; Gaspard et al., 2008;
Shen et al., 2006).
A number of neuronal type-specific transcription factors are
already expressed in progenitors during early neocortical devel-
opment (Greig et al., 2013; Kwan et al., 2012), raising the possi-
bility that distinct subpopulations of progenitors are responsible
for producing particular types of neocortical excitatory neurons.
For example, orthodenticle homolog 1 (OTX1), a homeodomain
transcription factor, is selectively expressed in a subset of sub-
cerebral neurons in layer 5, as well as a number of neurons in
layer 6, and regulates their axonal projection (Frantz et al.,
1994; Weimann et al., 1999). Interestingly, OTX1 is also abun-
dantly expressed in the VZ progenitors during the period of
deep-layer neuron production, and its expression in progenitors
is greatly reduced during the generation of superficial-layer neu-
rons (Frantz et al., 1994). On the other hand, the POU (Pit-Oct-
Unc)-homeodomain transcription factors POU3F3/BRN1 and
POU3F2/BRN2, markers largely specific for superficial-layer
neurons, are expressed in VZ progenitors during superficial-
layer neurogenesis and regulate the specification and migration
of superficial-layer neurons (Dominguez et al., 2013). Recent ge-
netic fate-mapping experiments have suggested that, on the
population level, progenitors expressing cut-like homeobox 2
(CUX2), another marker specific for callosal and other superfi-
cial-layer neurons, exclusively produce superficial-layer neurons
(Franco et al., 2012), although conflicting results were subse-
quently reported (Guo et al., 2013). Therefore, further investiga-
tion using additional and independent genetic lineage tracing
approaches, especially at the single progenitor level, is neces-
sary to faithfully uncover the precise lineage relationship of
neocortical progenitors and neurons. Besides neurons, RGPs
also produce glial cells, including astrocytes and oligodendro-
cytes (Anthony et al., 2004; Kessaris et al., 2006), which have
diverse roles in the development and maintenance of neu-
rological function. Although gliogenesis is generally known to
follow neurogenesis in the developing mammalian brain (Costa776 Cell 159, 775–788, November 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authorset al., 2009; Rowitch and Kriegstein, 2010), their precise relation-
ship in vivo at the individual progenitor level remains largely
unexplored.
Clonal analysis, through labeling of individual progenitor cells
and following their progeny in the developing neocortex in vivo,
could provide definitive answers to the ontogeny of neocortical
neurons and glia. Indeed, previous clonal studies using retroviral
labeling or chimeric mice have contributed to the current frame-
work of neocortical neurogenesis (Kornack and Rakic, 1995;
Luskin et al., 1988; McCarthy et al., 2001; Price and Thurlow,
1988; Tan et al., 1998; Walsh and Cepko, 1988, 1992). However,
the lack of cellular resolution of progeny cell fate, vital for dissect-
ing progenitor division patterns, and the imprecise spatiotem-
poral control of clonal labeling have so far precluded a definitive
understanding of this complex and dynamic process. The
MADM (Mosaic Analysis with Double Markers) technique offers
a solution (Hippenmeyer et al., 2010; Zong et al., 2005). In this
study, we exploited the unprecedented resolution of MADM
labeling and performed a quantitative clonal analysis of RGP di-
vision and lineage progression in the mouse neocortex.
RESULTS
MADM Analysis of Neocortical Neurogenesis
In MADM, Cre recombinase-mediated interchromosomal
recombination in the G2 phase of dividing progenitors followed
by X-segregation (G2-X, segregation of recombinant sister chro-
matids into separate daughter cells) reconstitutes one of two
fluorescent markers, enhanced GFP (EGFP, green) or tandem
dimer Tomato (tdTomato, red), in each of the two daughter cells
(Figure S1A available online) (Zong et al., 2005). As such, G2-X
MADM events result in permanent and distinct labeling of the
two descendent lineages, thereby allowing a direct assessment
of the division pattern (symmetric versus asymmetric) and poten-
tial (the number of progeny) of the original dividing progenitors. In
addition, upon G2-Z (congregation of recombinant sister chro-
matids into the same daughter cell), G1, or G0 recombination
events, green and red fluorescent proteins are restored simulta-
neously in the same cell, resulting in double-labeled (yellow) cells
(Figure S1A).
To specifically label neocortical excitatory neuron progenitors
in a temporally controlled manner, we introduced the Emx1-
CreERT2 transgene (Kessaris et al., 2006) into the MADM system
and induced Cre activity through a single dose of tamoxifen (TM)
administered to timed pregnant females at one of the following
four embryonic stages: E10, E11, E12, and E13 (Figure S1B).
Brains were analyzed at either postnatal day (P)7–P10 or P21–
P30. We found no labeling in the absence of TM treatment
(n = 5 brains). To ensure unequivocal clonal analysis, we titrated
the TM dose to achieve very sparse labeling (see below). To
recover all labeled cells, we performed serial sectioning
and three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of individual brains
(Figure 1A).
As expected, cells fluorescently labeled in green, red, or
yellow exhibited the characteristic morphological features of
neocortical excitatory neurons (Figures 1B and S2A). For
example, in the entire hemisphere of a P21 brain exposed to
TM at E10 (E10–P21), we observed only two clusters of neurons
Figure 1. Clonal Analysis of Neocortical
Excitatory NeuronGenesis andOrganization
Using MADM
(A) Serial sectioning and 3D reconstruction of a
MADM-labeled P21 brain treated with TM at E10.
Colored lines indicate the contours of the brain and
colored dots represent the cell bodies of labeled
neurons. The x/y/z axes indicate the spatial orien-
tation of the clone with the y axis parallel to the
brain midline and pointing dorsally. Similar display
is used in subsequent 3D reconstruction images.
Hip, hippocampus; Ncx, neocortex.
(B) Confocal images of the green/red G2-X clone.
Consecutive brain sections were stained with the
antibodies against EGFP (green) and tdTomato
(red) and with DAPI (blue). Layers are shown to the
left. Arrow indicates an excitatory pyramidal
neuron with a prominent apical dendrite, and open
arrowhead indicates an excitatory stellate neuron.
Arrowheads indicate glial cells. High-magnification
images of their dendrites with numerous spines are
shown in insets. Scale bars, 200 mm and 10 mm.
(C) High-magnification 3D reconstruction image of
the green/red G2-X clone. Colored lines indicate
the layer boundary. WM, white matter.
(D) NND analysis of MADM-labeled neurons in the
P21-30 neocortex treated with TM at E10. Data are
presented as mean ± SEM.
(E) Quantification of MADM clone size (P7–P10:
E10, n = 24; E11, n = 69; E12, n = 48; E13, n = 28;
P21–P30: E10, n = 22; E11, n = 38; E12, n = 47; E13,
n = 25).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. (*p < 0.05,
***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001). See also Figures
S1 and S2 and Movies S1 and S2.separated by 2,170 mm (Figure 1A andMovie S1), one consisting
of green and red neurons (Figure 1C andMovie S2) and the other
consisting of yellow neurons (Figures S2A and S2B). There were
no scattered neurons or mixed clusters of green or red neurons
with yellow neurons. Similar labeling efficiency and distribution
patterns were found in another five brains treated with TM at
E10 and analyzed at P21–30. In total, from these brains, we
recovered 33 green/red fluorescent neuron clusters, 10 yellow
fluorescent neuron clusters, and no mixed clusters with both
green/red and yellow fluorescent neurons. To further quantita-
tively assess the spatial distribution and clonal relationship of
labeled neurons, we applied nearest-neighbor distance (NND)
analysis to the 3D reconstruction data sets (Brown et al., 2011;
Diggle, 2003). The NNDs among the green/red neurons (blue)
or the yellow neurons (yellow) were significantly shorter than
that of simulated random data sets (Figure 1D). In contrast, the
NNDs among the green/red and yellow neurons (magenta)
were substantially longer. Together, these results demonstrated
that clonally related neurons originating from distinct, sparsely
labeled progenitors form spatially segregated clusters, andCell 159, 775–788,each cluster represents a clone that arises
from a single neural progenitor. Notably,
glial cells were also observed in some
clones (arrowheads, Figures 1B and S2A).We focused our analysis on green/red G2-X clusters of clonally
related neurons, as they provide crucial information on the
division pattern and lineage potential of labeled progenitors,
which would be otherwise unavailable from a conventional
labeling strategy. We quantified the size of clones labeled at
different embryonic stages and found that the average clone
size decreased progressively as development proceeded (Fig-
ure 1E), which is consistent with an overall reduction in the pro-
liferative and neurogenic potential of progenitors over time. We
occasionally observed G2-X clones containing only green or
red neurons (Figure S3A), likely due to the apoptosis of one of
the original two daughter cells. The overall rate of apoptosis in
the neocortical excitatory neuron lineage appeared to be low
(Figures S3B–S3E).
Unitary Production of Excitatory Neurons from RGPs
Previous work has suggested that, during early neocortical
development, RGPs divide either symmetrically to amplify their
number or asymmetrically to produce neurons while self-renew-
ing (Florio and Huttner, 2014). MADM clonal analysis validatedNovember 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 777
Figure 2. Unitary Production of Excitatory
Neurons by RGPs
(A) 3D reconstruction images of representative
symmetric proliferative (left) and asymmetric
neurogenic (right) clones. Schematics of the clone
are shown at the top. RG, radial glia; N, neuron; IP,
intermediate progenitor.
(B) Percentage of symmetric proliferative division
versus asymmetric neurogenic division at different
embryonic stages.
(C) Quantification of the size of asymmetric
neurogenic clones labeled at E10–E12 (n = 109).
(D) Clone size distribution of the asymmetric
neurogenic clones at E10–E12 fitted by aGaussian
distribution, indicating an average RGP output of
8–9 neurons (mean m0 = 8.4, SD d = 2.6; fitting
error = 5.3%; blue broken line; termed ‘‘Unitary
Gaussian’’).
(E) Gaussian fitting of the overall clone size varia-
tion. The 192 clones with a size of up to 50 neurons
were fitted by the sum (black line) of a series of
Gaussians centered on integer multiples of the
mean of Unitary Gaussian in D (1m0, 2m0, 3m0;
colored lines; higher-order Gaussians are not
plotted for clarity).
(F) Quantification of the size of asymmetric
neurogenic clones located in different neocortical
areas (SS, 7.9 ± 0.3, n = 44; MO, 8.1 ± 0.7, n = 10;
AUD, 7.3 ± 0.6, n = 15; VISal, 9.0 ± 1.0, n = 2;
PTLp, 8.8 ± 0.7, n = 5; Medial, 7.6 ± 1.2, n = 10).
SS, somatosensory cortex; MO, motor cortex;
AUD, auditory cortex; VISal, visual cortex; PTLp,
posterior parietal association areas; Medial,
including anterior cingulate area, dorsal pedun-
cular area, infralimbic area, prelimbic area, and
retrosplenial area.
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. n.s., not
significant. See also Figures S3 and S4.these observations. We found that G2-X clones could be
grouped into two types. They either contained sizable numbers
of both green and red neurons (more than three neurons of
each color) distributed throughout the superficial and deep
layers (termed type I, Figure 2A, left) or else contained a ‘‘major-
ity’’ population in one color and a ‘‘minority’’ population (less
than four neurons, mostly one or two neurons) in the other color
(termed type II, Figure 2A, right). Interestingly, in type II clones,
the minority population always resided in the deeper layers rela-
tive to the majority population. Consistent with the ‘‘inside-out’’
sequence of neocortical neurogenesis (Angevine and Sidman,
1961), the minority population thus represents the earliest-born
neurons in the labeled lineage. Moreover, the relative scarcity
of the minority population indicates that the original daughter
cell, from which the minority population arises, is either a neuron
or an IP capable of undergoing only one to two rounds of division
(i.e., producing no more than four neuronal progeny) (Noctor
et al., 2004), whereas the majority population originates from a
self-renewing RGP. Therefore, type II clones represent asym-
metric neurogenic clones (Figure 2A, right, top). In contrast,778 Cell 159, 775–788, November 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authorstype I clones represent symmetric proliferative clones, as the
two originally labeled daughter cells are most probably self-
renewing RGPs, each capable of producing a large cohort of
neuronal progeny (Figure 2A, left, top).
The exquisite resolution of G2-X clones allowed a direct quan-
titative measurement of symmetric proliferative and asymmetric
neurogenic division frequencies of RGPs in vivo. We found that
the transition from symmetric proliferation to asymmetric neuro-
genesis occurs predominantly at E11–E12 (Figure 2B). Impor-
tantly, the explicit identification of asymmetric neurogenic clones
(type II) enabled a quantitative assessment of the neurogenic
capacity of individual RGPs as they switch from symmetric pro-
liferative division to asymmetric neurogenic division. We found
that the average size of asymmetric neurogenic clones labeled
by TM treatment at E10–E12 was 8–9 neurons (Figure 2C).
Moreover, the histogram of individual asymmetric neurogenic
clone sizes could be described by a Gaussian-like distribution
(which we term ‘‘Unitary Gaussian’’; centered on a ‘‘mean’’ value
of [m0 = ]8.4 neurons and a SD of [d = ]2.6 neurons; Figure 2D).
The appearance of a defined peak at eight to nine neurons
Figure 3. Defined Temporal Program in Di-
minishing Proliferative Potential by RGPs
(A) 3D reconstruction images of representative
type I symmetric proliferative clones labeled at
different developmental stages.
(B) Quantification of the size of symmetric prolif-
erative clones labeled at E10 (n = 38), E11 (n = 64),
and E12 (n = 20). Data are presented as
mean ± SEM.
(C) Scatterplot of the size of the larger versus
smaller sister subclones of individual symmetric
proliferative clones. Black dots and bars repre-
sent the mean and SEM at each developmental
stage.
(D) Cumulative frequency distribution of the size of
symmetric proliferative clones labeled at different
developmental stages. Red shaded area indicates
no proliferative clone with a size less than eight
neurons.
(E) Normalized distribution of the round(s) of
symmetric proliferative division of the founder
RGPs in symmetric proliferative clones prior to
neurogenic division. Dots represent individual
proliferative clones, and lines represent the esti-
mated distribution of the clones based on the
exponential fitting in (D). The overlay of lines is
shown in the inset (n = 0 indicates entering
neurogenesis).contrasted with what one would expect if RGPs in the neuro-
genic phase stochastically undergo terminal differentiation
(i.e., exit cell cycle) at any time in a generation-independent
manner, as this would result in a geometric (i.e., negative
exponential) distribution of clone sizes with a peak at the
smallest clone size. Instead, our data suggest that individual
RGPs do not exit the cell cycle randomly but have a defined
unitary output in neuronal production after they enter the neuro-
genic phase.
Should this be the case, one would predict that symmetric
proliferative divisions of RGPs prior to asymmetric neurogenic
divisions predominantly produce clones with a size that is an
integer multiple of the Gaussian unit. Indeed, we found that
the overall size distribution for a majority of clones labeled at
E10–E12 could be described as a series of Gaussians centered
on integer multiples of the Unitary Gaussian mean (Figure 2E,
black and colored lines), suggesting that excitatory neurons in
the neocortex are produced in ‘‘quanta’’ (i.e., around eight to
nine neurons) by RGPs. Interestingly, the size of asymmetric
neurogenic clones was similar across different neocortical areas
(Figure 2F), suggesting that the unitary neuronal output is a
general property of RGPs.Cell 159, 775–788,Similar results in excitatory neuron
clonal labeling and properties were ob-
tained when we used Nestin-CreERT2
(Figure S4), another transgenic mouse
line with neural progenitor-specific
expression of TM-inducible Cre (Im-
ayoshi et al., 2006). Notably, we occa-
sionally observed labeled neocorticalinterneurons in Nestin-CreERT2;MADM brains that were readily
distinguished based on morphology.
Coherent and Predictable Proliferation Program
by RGPs
Turning to the quantitative analysis of the behavior of type I sym-
metric proliferative clones (Figure 3A), we found that their
average size progressively decreased over time (Figure 3B).
Notably, two self-renewing RGPs produced by a ‘‘symmetric’’
proliferative division can have distinct proliferative and neuro-
genic potentials, as reflected by the differences in the number
and spatial distribution of their neuronal progeny (green versus
red subclones; Figure 3A). Remarkably, however, the sizes of
sister subclones lay mostly within a factor of two from each
other, i.e., less than one round of cell division apart (Figure 3C).
Moreover, the mean ratio of the larger to smaller sister subclone
size was surprisingly similar regardless of the total clone size or
the time of induction (E10, 1.7 ± 0.2; E11, 1.6 ± 0.1; E12, 1.6 ±
0.1; p = 0.6; Figures 3C, black dots), suggesting that the prolifer-
ative potential of sister RGPs is similarly correlated at all stages.
If RGPs transitioned into the neurogenic phase in a sporadic sto-
chastic manner, one would expect the size of sister subclones toNovember 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 779
Figure 4. Individual RGPs Produce Both Deep- and Superficial-Layer Excitatory Neurons
(A) 3D reconstruction images of representative clones labeled at different embryonic stages. Note that all clones contain both superficial (2–4) and deep (5–6) layer
neurons.
(B) Confocal images of an E10 clone stained with the antibodies against EGFP (green), tdTomato (red), BRN2 (white), and CTIP2 (cyan) and with DAPI (blue).
High-magnification images of representative superficial (B’) and deep (B’’) layer neurons (broken lines) are shown at the bottom. Arrows indicate neurons
(legend continued on next page)
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become decorrelated. Consistently, random pairing of sub-
clones at each developmental stage led to drastically different
ratios of larger to smaller subclone size. Thus, these results
strongly suggest that the correlation between sister subclone
sizes does not occur randomly but instead indicate that the pro-
liferative potential of RGPs diminishes coherently and synchro-
nously across generations.
To search for further evidence of a coherent underlying pro-
gram in the proliferative phase, we analyzed the size distribution
of symmetric proliferative clones. Interestingly, the cumulative
distribution of clone sizes could be well described by an expo-
nential distribution at each time point (Figure 3D). Based on the
unitary neuronal output (Figure 2), we estimated the rounds of
proliferative division that RGPs underwent prior to neurogenic
division to produce the clone (see Experimental Procedures).
Importantly, we found that the corresponding distribution of pro-
liferative divisions of individual RGPs at each time point was
peaked with a width of 2.5 cell divisions (Figure 3E), indicating
only a moderate degree of variation in proliferative capacity
among RGPs induced at the same time. Moreover, the shape
of the distribution was nearly identical at each time point, with
the peak position shifting over time in a predictable manner
(Figure 3E). Based on this distribution, we estimated that RGPs
induced at E10, E11, and E12 proliferated on average for
3.8, 2.6, and 1.3 rounds of division, respectively, before
entering into the neurogenic phase. These results provide direct
and quantitative in vivo evidence that the proliferative capacity of
RGPs diminishes progressively in a defined, coherent program
over time.
Laminar Distribution of Clones
A recent study suggested that RGPs are fate restricted to selec-
tively produce only superficial- or deep-layer neurons (Franco
et al., 2012). We found that, regardless of the time of labeling
and clone size, the vast majority of clones spanned both the
deep (5–6) and superficial (2–4) layers (Figure 4A). Besides the
assessment of spatial localization, we also performed immuno-
histochemical analysis using antibodies against well-established
layer-specific neuronal markers (Greig et al., 2013; Kwan et al.,
2012). BRN2 or CUX1 (superficial layer marker)- and CTIP2
(deep layer marker) -positive neurons were found to coexist in in-
dividual clones (Figures 4B and S5). We also observed subplate
neurons (SPNs) in clones labeled at E10–E11, which were
grouped with other deep-layer neurons (Figures S2C and S2D).
We quantified the percentage of clones that contained both
superficial and deep-layer neurons, as well as clones with neu-
rons only in deep or superficial layers (Figure 4C). All clones
labeled at E10 and E11 contained both superficial and deep layer
neurons. About 98% and 91% of clones labeled at E12 and E13
contained both superficial and deep-layer neurons, respectively.
When induced at E15, 12 out of 13 clones contained only super-
ficial layer neurons (Figure 4C). Consistent with the ‘‘inside-out’’positive for BRN2, arrowheads indicate neurons positive for CTIP2, and open arro
25 mm.
(C) Percentage of clones containing both superficial and deep-layer neurons ver
(D) Percentage of neurons in the clones located in superficial or deep layers.
See also Figure S5.sequence of neocortical neurogenesis, we observed a gradual
shift of labeled neurons in the clones from deep layers to super-
ficial layers (Figure 4D).
OTX1 Regulates Neuronal Unit Size
The MADM technique also enables mosaic knockout studies for
genes located on the same chromosome as the MADM cas-
settes (Zong et al., 2005). By genetically linking one fluorescent
marker to the wild-type allele and the other fluorescent marker
to the knockout allele, the cell-autonomous function of a gene
of interest can be assessed. To gain more insight into the molec-
ular regulation of RGP behavior and unitary neuronal production,
we examined the function of OTX1, a transcription factor selec-
tively expressed in RGPs during the period of deep-layer neuron
production (Frantz et al., 1994), using MADM mosaic knockout
analysis.
We introduced the knockout allele of Otx1 (Acampora et al.,
1996) into the Emx1-CreERT2/MADM system by genetically link-
ing it to the GT cassette through meiotic recombination; in paral-
lel, the TG cassette was linked to the wild-type allele (Figure 5A).
As a result, upon Cre-mediated interchromosomal recombina-
tion, the two daughter cells of a RGP undergoing asymmetric
neurogenic division exhibited distinct genotypes: the green
daughter cell inherited the wild-type allele, whereas the red
daughter cell inherited the Otx1 knockout allele. Depending on
whether the red daughter cell was a renewing RGP or a differen-
tiating daughter cell (neuron or IP), there were two possible
clonal outcomes (Figure 5A).
To analyze the unitary neuronal output of RGPs in the absence
of OTX1, we injected TM at E11 or E12, when RGPs transit from
symmetric proliferative division to asymmetric neurogenic divi-
sion (Figure 2B). As expected, we observed asymmetric neuro-
genic clones with a majority of green neurons and a minority of
red neurons (Figure 5B, left) or with a majority of red neurons
and a minority of green neurons (Figure 5B, right). Because
the two colors corresponded to different genotypes, we
compared the size of the majority or minority neuron population
in individual clones with respect to their color (i.e., genotype).
Interestingly, the red majority neuron number (originating from
an Otx1–/– self-renewing RGP) was significantly reduced when
compared to the green majority neuron number (originating
from a wild-type self-renewing RGP) in individual clones (Fig-
ure 5C), suggesting a decreased neurogenic capacity in
Otx1–/– RGPs. There was no obvious difference between the
red and green minority neuron number (Figure 5D), indicating
that the neurogenic capacity of IPs and the survival of neurons
are not affected.
Given that Otx1 is predominantly expressed in RGPs when
deep-layer neurons are produced, we tested whether the reduc-
tion of neuronal production in Otx1–/– clones is selective for
deep-layer neurons. To our surprise, the reduction applied to
both superficial-layer (Figure 5E) and deep-layer (Figure 5F)wheads indicate neurons negative for BRN2 or CTIP2. Scale bars, 100 mm and
sus those containing only superficial- or deep-layer neurons.
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Figure 5. OTX1 Regulates the Production of Deep- and Superficial-Layer Neurons and Unitary Neuronal Output of RGPs
(A) Outline of MADM-based mosaic knockout analysis of Otx1 in RGPs undergoing asymmetric neurogenic division. Note that tdTomato labels Otx1–/– cells and
EGFP labels wild-type cells within the clone. RG, radial glia; N, neuron; IP, intermediate progenitor.
(B) 3D reconstruction images of representative G2-X clones in mosaic Otx1-MADM neocortices. Schematics of the clone are shown at the top.
(C) Quantification of the size of the majority population arising from renewing RGPs in mosaic asymmetric neurogenic Otx1-MADM clones (**p < 0.01).
(D) Quantification of the size of the minority population arising from IPs or Ns in mosaic asymmetric neurogenic Otx1-MADM clones (n.s., not significant).
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 6. Spatial Organization of Neocortical
Excitatory Neuron Clones
(A) 3D reconstruction images of representative
clones that are ‘‘cone’’ shaped (left) and ‘‘cylinder’’
shaped (right) at P7–P10 (top) and P21–P30
(bottom) labeled at E10–E12.
(B) Quantification of the ratio of the maximal lateral
dispersion in the superficial layer 2/3 in all di-
mensions (d2) to that in the deep layer 6 (d1) (see A)
for clones located in different regions of the
neocortex (medial [M], n = 19; dorsal [D], n = 33;
lateral [L], n = 16; see inset at the bottom). Individual
circles represent a single clone. Mean and SEM are
shown in red (*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01; n.s., not
significant).
(C and D) No correlation between the clone shape
and the clone size (C) or the ratio of neuron number
in the superficial (2–4) and deep (5–6) layers (D).
Each dot indicates a clone and black lines indicate
mean ± SEM.
See also Movies S3 and S4.neurons. Because removal of OTX1 did not affect the minority
population, we considered the clones containing red neuron
majority and green neuron minority as ‘‘Otx1–/– units,’’ whereas
those containing green neuron majority and red neuron minority
were considered ‘‘wild-type units.’’ Consequently, whereas the
total size of ‘‘wild-type units’’ was similar to the unit size in
wild-type animals (Figures 2C and 2D), the total size of
‘‘Otx1–/– units’’ was substantially decreased (Figure 5G). This
decrease in unitary neuronal output by RGPs largely accounted
for the microcephaly (Figures S6A and S6B) and reduced
neocortical thickness (Figures S6C–S6F) observed in Otx1–/–
animals (Acampora et al., 1996). Together, these results strongly
suggest that OTX1 plays an important cell-autonomous role in
controlling the production of both the deep and superficial layer(E) Quantification of the number of superficial-layer neurons in the majority population (*p < 0.05).
(F) Quantification of the number of deep-layer neurons in the majority population (*p < 0.05).
(G) Quantification of the unitary size of asymmetric neurogenic clones (*p < 0.05; n.s., not significant).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM in (C)–(G). (WT, n = 22 from 5 brains; Otx1–/–, n = 28 from 5 brains). Se
Cell 159, 775–788,neurons and the size of the unitary neuron
output by individual RGPs.
Topological Organization of Clones
Although it has long been postulated that
ontogenetic clonal units are the building
blocks of the neocortex (Rakic, 1988),
the precise topological organization of in-
dividual clonal units has not been deter-
mined. Our 3D reconstruction of individual
clones permitted a quantitative analysis of
the spatial organization of well-defined
clones labeled at specific developmental
stages and located in particular neocor-
tical areas. Regardless of their size and
location, all clones were organized into
vertical clusters, which is consistent with
a predominantly radial migration of neu-rons from their birthplace to the final destination (Figures 1C,
2A, 3A, and 4A). When we analyzed the clones labeled at E10–
E12 that tended to be larger in size and thus offered more spatial
features, we found that they exhibited distinguishable spatial
organization patterns. Some clones were similarly dispersed
laterally in deep and superficial layers (termed as ‘‘cylinder’’
shape), whereas other clones were substantially more dispersed
in superficial layers than deep layers (termed as ‘‘cone’’ shape)
(Figure 6A and Movies S3 and S4).
To reliably recapitulate the 3D organization of individual
clones, we measured the ratio of the maximal lateral dispersion
in the superficial layers 2/3 in all dimensions (d2) to that in the
deep layer 6 (d1) for each clone (Figure 6A). Intriguingly, we
noticed that clones located in the medial region, where thee also Figure S6.
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neocortex bends, exhibited a higher ratio of d2/d1 than those in
the dorsal and lateral regions (Figure 6B), indicating a potential
link between clone shape and local geometry of the neocortex.
It is important to note that clone shape did not seem to depend
on the number (Figure 6C) or layer distribution of neurons (Fig-
ure 6D) in the clone. In spite of previous studies suggesting the
tangential migration of clonally related excitatory neurons (Fishell
et al., 1993; O’Rourke et al., 1992; Walsh and Cepko, 1992), we
found them to be spatially packed into discrete vertical clusters
with variable geometry, which likely play important roles in the
structural and functional organization of the neocortex.
Clonal Relationship of Neurons and Glia
In addition to self-renewal and neuron production, RGPs also
give rise to glial cells (Magavi et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2000; Row-
itch and Kriegstein, 2010; Schmechel and Rakic, 1979). Consis-
tent with this, we frequently found that spatially isolated clonal
clusters induced at E10–E13 contained both neurons and glia,
including astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Figures 7A, 7B,
and S7). Notably, although we observed clones with only neu-
rons, we did not detect any clone with only glial cells, suggesting
that glia-specific RGPs, if they exist, are extremely scarce and
that gliogenesis consistently occurs after neurogenesis at the in-
dividual RGP level.
We next examined the relationship between neurogenesis and
gliogenesis by comparing the neuronal and glial output of indi-
vidual RGPs. Interestingly, the percentage of clones containing
glia increased with the number of neurons in the clone (Figures
7C and S7), suggesting a coupling between the neurogenic
capacity of an RGP and its gliogenic capacity. Moreover, the
step-wise increase in gliogenic capacity fits well with our earlier
observation of a unitary neuron output by individual RGPs.
Clones with 4–12 neurons largely originated from1 neurogenic
RGP, whereas clones with >49 neurons originated from 6
neurogenic RGPs. Given that16%of clones with 4–12 neurons
contained glia and 96% of clones with >49 neurons contained
glia, these results suggest that 16% of individual neurogenic
RGPs (i.e., 1 in 6 RGPs) successfully proceeded to gliogenesis
at the end of neurogenesis. Consistent with this, the fraction of
asymmetric neurogenic clones that contained glia was 16%
(Figure 7D). Notably, in asymmetric neurogenic clones, the glia
always shared the same color with the ‘‘majority’’ population of
neurons in the clone, indicating that they arise from the asym-
metrically dividing RGPs at the end of neurogenesis. Together,
these results strongly suggest that a defined fraction (one in
six) of neurogenic RGPs transition to gliogenesis upon the
completion of neurogenesis, whereas the remaining RGPs exit
the cell cycle through a terminal neurogenic division.
DISCUSSION
By using MADM-based quantitative clonal analysis of RGP line-
age progression, we revealed a remarkably deterministic and
coordinated developmental program of RGP behavior and
neocortical histogenesis. These conclusions could only be
inferred reliably by virtue of the lineage resolution provided by
the MADM technique, as it allows the differential labeling
of two original daughter cells and their progeny arising from indi-784 Cell 159, 775–788, November 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authorsvidual dividing progenitors and thereby enables explicit
in vivo assessment of RGP division pattern and potential. In
conjunction with the CreER system, high-resolution clonal anal-
ysis can be performed in a temporally controlled and cell-type-
specific manner. In this study, we used two CreER lines,
Emx1-CreERT2 and Nestin-CreERT2, both of which drive the
broad expression of an inducible Cre enzyme in RGPs in the
embryonic neocortex starting from E9–E9.5. We analyzed
over 370 clones and obtained similar results for bothCreER lines.
Therefore, the features that we learned concerning RGP
behavior and neurogenesis likely reflect the fundamental princi-
ples underlying neocortical excitatory neuron production and
organization.
Our systematic in vivo clonal analysis suggests that the
behavior of RGPs is remarkably coherent and predictable across
all developmental stages. RGPs undergo symmetric proliferative
division initially. At each embryonic time point (E10–E12), the
proliferative capacity of RGPs peaked at a defined number of
rounds of division, suggesting that the proliferative potential of
individual RGPs at different embryonic stages can be reliably
predicted. Moreover, the modest degree of variability in RGP
proliferation that we observed at each induction time point
remained virtually constant, indicating that the entire RGP popu-
lation behaves similarly across different embryonic stages.
Notably, at least part of the variability could derive from the TM
processing and induction of MADM labeling. Thus, the intrinsic
variability of RGPs could conceivably be less than experimen-
tally estimated.
Our findings show that RGPs progressively and predictably
lose their proliferative potential as development proceeds, as
indicated by the decrease in the rounds of symmetric prolifera-
tive division from E10 to E11 and E12. This observation raises
the intriguing possibility that the proliferative potential of RGPs
may be controlled by a molecular clock that counts the time or
the rounds of cell division, as suggested for neurogenesis of
cerebellar granule cells (Espinosa and Luo, 2008). In support of
this idea, we found that the proliferative potential of sister
RGPs, although not exactly the same, was strongly correlated.
Moreover, the degree of this correlation appeared to persist
across different embryonic stages.
We found that RGPs transit from symmetric proliferative divi-
sion to asymmetric neurogenic division around E11–E12. Once
they enter the neurogenic phase, individual RGPs produce a
defined number of neurons. Moreover, they produce deep-layer
neurons before superficial-layer neurons. This unitary or quantal
behavior of neuronal production by individual RGPs provides
definitive evidence for the ontogeny of neocortical excitatory
neurons, which has been much debated. Previous histological,
transplantation, and in vitro progenitor and stem cell culture
studies support a ‘‘progressive competence restriction’’ model
involving the sequential production of neocortical neurons
located in deep and superficial layers by RGPs (Desai and
McConnell, 2000; Eiraku et al., 2008; Frantz and McConnell,
1996; Gaspard et al., 2008; Luskin et al., 1988; Qian et al.,
1998; Shen et al., 2006). However, this model has been chal-
lenged by a recent genetic fate-mapping study (Franco et al.,
2012) that argues for a ‘‘fate-restricted progenitor’’ model, pro-
posing that RGPs are prespecified into distinct subpopulations
Figure 7. Predictable Rate of RGP Transitioning from Neurogenesis to Gliogenesis
(A) Confocal images of an E10–P21 green/red G2-X clone that contains both green and red glial cells. High-magnification images of an astrocyte (A’) and a few
oligodendrocytes (A’’) are shown in insets. Scale bars, 200 mm and 50 mm.
(B) 3D reconstruction image of the clone in (A).
(C) Percentage of all clones with or without glia with regard to the number of neurons in the clone.
(D) Percentage of asymmetric neurogenic clone with or without glia at P7–P10 and P21–P30.
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S7.that are restricted to producing either superficial- or deep-layer
neurons (Franco and Mu¨ller, 2013; Marı´n, 2012). Although we
could not completely exclude the possibility of the existence of
RGPs that produce only superficial- or deep-layer neurons, our
extensive clonal analysis data clearly demonstrated the robust
sequential production of deep- and superficial-layer neurons
by individual RGPs.To further address the neurogenic capacity of individual RGPs,
we performed mosaic analysis at the single RGP level to selec-
tively remove OTX1, a transcription factor predominantly ex-
pressed in RGPs at the early embryonic stage, as well as in
deep-layer neurons postnatally (Frantz et al., 1994; Greig et al.,
2013). Due to this unique expression pattern, OTX1 has been
postulated to control the production of deep-layer neuronsCell 159, 775–788, November 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 785
specifically. To our surprise, removal of OTX1 led to a loss of both
deep- and superficial-layer neurons and a reduction of the
neuronal output unit size. The reduction in the unitary neuronal
output of individual RGPs essentially accounted for the reduction
in neocortical area and thickness by 20%–30% observed in
Otx1–/– mice. These results clearly suggest that OTX1 regulates
the production of both deep- and superficial-layer neurons,
despite its expression in RGPs being downregulated during
superficial-layer neuron genesis. Our data thus provided a clear
example that the early expression of a transcription factor in
RGPs influences late neuronal production, which could be
achieved by controlling the late expression of other critical factors
required for the production of superficial-layer neurons. Impor-
tantly, these data suggest that the seemingly ‘‘correlated’’ expres-
sion of certain transcription factors in RGPs and postmitotic
neurons does not necessarily reflect an exclusive lineage bias.
Finally, our results also demonstrate that, upon the completion
of neurogenesis, individual RGPs proceed to gliogenesis at a
predictable rate. This coupling between gliogenesis and neuro-
genesis may dictate the overall ratio of neurons to glia in the
neocortex and thereby be critical for neocortical formation and
function.
Our finding of a deterministic and linear progression of RGPs
through proliferation, neurogenesis, and gliogenesis resonates
with the temporal patterning of Drosophila neural progenitors/
neuroblasts, where defined transcriptional regulation is known
to control sequential production of diverse neural types (Bayrak-
tar and Doe, 2013; Li et al., 2013). Future efforts toward unravel-
ing additional molecular control of RGP division and lineage
progression will be essential for understanding the programmed
behavior of RGPs and the quantal nature of neocortical neuro-
genesis. Furthermore, recent studies demonstrated that the
evolutionary expansion of the neocortex is tightly associated
with the production of transient amplifying progenitors with
greater proliferative capacity by RGPs (Betizeau et al., 2013;
Fietz et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2010; Reillo et al., 2011). It
will be interesting to quantitatively determine the proliferative
behavior and unit size of RGPs in different species and their rela-
tionship to neocortical expansion.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
MADM-11GT (JAX Stock 013749) and MADM-11TG (JAX Stock 013751) mice
were produced as previously described (Hippenmeyer et al., 2010). Emx1-
CreERT2 (Kessaris et al., 2006), Nestin-CreERT2 (Imayoshi et al., 2006),
and Otx1+/ (Acampora et al., 1996) mice were kindly provided by Dr. Nico-
letta Tekki-Kessaris, Dr. Ryoichiro Kageyama, and Dr. Antonio Simeone,
respectively. Mice were bred and maintained according to guidelines
established by the institutional animal committees. For MADM labeling,
Emx1-CreERT2+/;MADM-11GT/GT or Nestin-CreERT2+/;MADM-11GT/GT
mice were crossed with MADM-11TG/TG mice, and the time of pregnancy
was determined by the presence of the vaginal plug (E0). The Otx1 mutant
allele was genetically linked to MADM-11GT through meiotic recombination.
For clone induction, pregnant females were injected intraperitoneally with
TM (Sigma) dissolved in corn oil (Sigma) at E10, E11, E12, and E13 or were
orally gavaged with TM at E15 at a dose of 25–50 mg/g of body weight.
Live embryos were recovered at E18–E19 through cesarean section, fostered,
and raised for further analysis.
Mice were perfused intracardially with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). Brains were removed and postfixed over-786 Cell 159, 775–788, November 6, 2014 ª2014 The Authorsnight at 4C. Serial coronal sections of individual brains were prepared using a
vibratome or cryostat (Leica Microsystems) and subjected to immunohisto-
chemistry. The following primary antibodies were used: anti-GFP (Nacalai
Tesque), anti-RFP/tdTomato (Rockland), anti-BRN2 (Santa Cruz), anti-CUX1
(Santa Cruz), anti-CTIP2 (Abcam), anti-NURR1 (R&D Systems), and anti-
Cleaved Caspase-3 (Promega). Sections were then mounted on glass slides,
imaged using confocal microscopy (FV1000, Olympus or LSM700, Zeiss),
and reconstructed using Neurolucida, StereoInvetigator (MBF Bioscience),
and IMARIS (Bitplane).
For 3D reconstruction, each section was analyzed sequentially in the rostral
to caudal order. The boundaries of the entire brain and lateral ventricles were
traced and aligned. Individual labeled neurons and glia were represented as
coloreddots andstars (three to four times thesizeof thecell body), respectively.
Layer boundaries based on nuclear staining were also documented. Cortical
areas were identified based on the Allen Brain Atlas (http://mouse.brain-map.
org/static/atlas). The NND analysis and the quantitative analysis of clone size
and distribution are described in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
Data are presented as mean ± SEM, and statistical differences were deter-
mined using nonparametric statistical test (i.e., Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon and
Kruskal-Wallis tests).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven
figures, and four movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2014.10.027.
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